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Abstract: With the ability to capture daily imagery of Earth at very high spatial resolutions, com-
mercial smallsats are emerging as a key resource for the remote sensing community. Planet (Planet
Labs, Inc., San Francisco, CA, USA) operates the largest constellation of Earth imaging smallsats,
which have been capturing multispectral imagery for consumer use since 2016. Use of these images
is growing in the remote sensing community, but the variation in radiometric and geometric quality
compared to traditional platforms (i.e., Landsat, MODIS, etc.) means the images are not always ‘anal-
ysis ready’ upon download. Neglecting these variations can impact derived products and analyses.
Users also must contend with constantly evolving technology, which improves products but can
create discrepancies across sensor generations. This communication provides a technical review of
Planet’s PlanetScope smallsat data streams and extant literature to provide practical considerations
to the remote sensing community for utilizing these images in remote sensing research. Radiometric
and geometric issues for researchers to consider are highlighted alongside a review of processing
completed by Planet and innovations being developed by the user community to foster the adoption
and use of these images for scientific applications.

Keywords: cubesat; smallsat; planet; constellation; calibration; radiometric normalization; geometric
correction

1. Introduction

The collection and archiving of Earth observation data has historically been led by
government agencies, spurring a range of benefits including continuity in data processing
algorithms and more open and public access to the data [1,2]. A drawback to this model has
been the extremely long delays, sometimes a decade or more, for developing and launching
satellite systems as agencies work to secure funding and advocacy [3]. When issues arise,
such as the failed launch of Landsat-6 or the scan line corrector malfunction of Landsat-7,
coverage gaps can persist for months or years while another platform is authorized and
built, diminishing the opportunity for scientific returns. Commercial satellite programs
such as Digital Globe, QuickBird, and RapidEye reduced platform production times, but
the build-and-launch process still took several years [3].

Companies such as Planet (Planet Labs, Inc., San Francisco, CA, USA) have been inno-
vating Earth observation by developing miniature satellites, called smallsats or cubesats,
that can be produced and launched much faster than traditional satellites. Their small
size (approximately the dimensions of a loaf of bread) allows them to be built rapidly,
and they do not require a dedicated launch vehicle but instead can be delivered into orbit
onboard other deployments as secondary payload [4]. This flexibility means that Earth ob-
servation capabilities can be rapidly improved as new technologies progress, and satellite
constellations can quickly be updated or bolstered by additional platforms in the event
of malfunctions. As a result, commercial smallsats, specifically Planet’s PlanetScope (PS)
satellites, are emerging as a key resource for Earth imaging.
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The PS constellation offers a means to augment the suite of Earth observational data
acquired by government and commercial agencies [4,5] and fill key spatio-temporal Earth
observing needs. However, there are several technical and processing hurdles that need to
be overcome before the data can be leveraged to their full potential by the remote sensing
community. Since PS imagery is captured via a constellation of many smallsats rather than
a single large platform like Landsat, a patchwork of images must be stitched together into
wall-to-wall mosaics for analyses in most cases. Adjacent scenes captured by different
platforms and sensors, at different times of day, and under different illumination conditions
create substantial scene-to-scene variations in reflectance [6] (Figure 1). Since PS scenes
cover relatively small areas comparatively, many adjacent scenes are often needed to canvas
a study area. The geometric and radiometric accuracy of these products does not always
match the quality the remote sensing community has come to expect [7,8]. While Planet
continues to improve the radiometric calibration of individual sensors [9], scene-to-scene
radiometric and geometric differences often require substantial user preprocessing before
the data are ‘analysis ready’ and can be integrated into analytical processing pipelines.
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Figure 1. Example of scene-to-scene differences for two PlanetScope images captured on the same
day (8 October 2020) by different smallsats in the constellation. Image captured near Crested Butte,
CO, USA.

A second issue for the remote sensing community is that different PS sensor genera-
tions reflect evolving technology [10]. Planet has upgraded their sensor instrumentation
several times, which means images captured from different generations are not always
radiometrically or geometrically compatible. At this time, there are 180+ Planet platforms
in orbit comprising three generations of PS sensors. Because Planet is constantly innovating
its data collection and processing procedures, it can be difficult for researchers to remain
current in terms of data quality and standards across the multiple platforms and sensors.
These technical hurdles coupled with discrepancies in image access and licensing agree-
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ments between institutions ultimately hinder uptake of the technology and slow scientific
progress.

The purpose of this short communication is to provide a concise technical review
of Planet’s PS smallsat sensors alongside a summary of their capabilities and practical
considerations to maximize their utility and impact. The communication is designed to
serve as a resource for the remote sensing community to locate important geometric and
radiometric details of the various generations while also providing a guide to the state-
of-the-art processing algorithms being developed by the user community to pre-process
PS imagery. This work first reviews the PS sensors, documentation, and data streams to
help clarify differences in sensor specifications and performance. Next, several important
radiometric and geometric issues are discussed that should be considered when using
the data for scientific objectives. While visual interpretation of PS images is suitable in
some studies, we focus explicitly here on processing for analytical workflows. The existing
literature employing PS imagery is reviewed and current developments for radiometric
and geometric processing of the data are reported.

2. Review of the PlanetScope (PS) Sensors

The PS constellation currently includes three generations of satellites (i.e., doves) rele-
vant to remote sensing: Dove Classic, Dove-R, and SuperDoves (Table 1). Each generation
comprises multiple “flocks”, with a flock consisting of a group of satellites launched and
placed into similar orbit around the same time. All satellites are in sun-synchronous orbit
at 475 km, a 98-degree inclination, and capture data ±81.5◦, depending on the season.
Equator crossing times are between 9:30 and 11:30 am local time. Images are provided in
12-bit (digital number) and 16-bit (radiance) [11]. The first flocks of Dove Classic satellites
were launched in 2016, with a payload that included a 4-band (RGB-NIR) ‘PS2′ sensor with
a ground sampling distance (GSD) of about 3.7 m (Table 1). The historical archive of Dove
Classic (Dove-C) imagery dates back to 2016; however, during the demonstration phase, PS
smallsats were launched primarily from the International Space Station (ISS) into an orbit
with a 52-degree inclination at approximately 375 km [12]. The PS data archived from 2016
and early 2017 mainly comprise these ISS platforms before the constellation of near-polar
sun-synchronous orbits was built. Therefore, coverage during the demonstration period
includes gaps.

Table 1. PlanetScope sensor characteristics.

Sensor Instrument No. of Satellites Launch Epoch Swath Size GSD * (m) Spatial Res. ** (m)

Dove Classic PS2 ~36 2016–2017 24 × 8 km 3.7 3.9
Dove-R PS2.SD ~150 2017–2018 24 × 16 km 3.7 3.7

SuperDove PSB.SD ~36 2018- 32.5 × 19.6 km 3.7 3–12

* Ground sampling distance: average at reference altitude of 475 km. ** Orthorectified.

A shortcoming of the Dove Classic sensors for remote sensing research is the lack of
separation in the spectral response for the RGB bands (Figure 2a), making it difficult to
use imagery from this oldest generation for precise spectral analyses (e.g., reliable time
series of NDVI or Green NDVI). Starting in 2018, a second generation of sensors with
improved spectral characteristics, known as Dove-R, were added to the constellation [13].
The spectral resolution of these ‘PS2.SD’ sensors carried onboard the Dove-R platforms
was also 4-band (RGB-NIR), but band separation and definition was improved (Figure 2b).
While the spectral clarity enhancements of this second generation are beneficial for the
remote sensing community, the shift in band placement between the PS2 (Dove Classic) and
PS2.SD (Dove-R) sensors (Figure 2) makes integration of these two products for spectral
analyses difficult [10].

In April 2019, the first flock of the third generation PS sensors, SuperDoves, launched.
SuperDoves carry a ‘PSB.SD’ sensor, which can capture eight bands (Figure 2c). Four
of these bands (Blue, Green II, Red, and NIR) are generally compatible with the Dove-R
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PS2.SD bands, although band widths and placements are not exactly the same (Figure 2b,c).
The four additional bands are located in the visible portion of the spectrum (Coastal
Blue, Green, Yellow, Red-Edge). At this time, only five PSB.SD bands are available for
download: Blue, Green II, Red, Red-Edge, NIR. Importantly, these bands are interoperable
with Sentinel-2 bands [14]. The full set of eight bands is anticipated soon.

Figure 2. Spectral responses for PlanetScope: (a) Dove Classic ‘PS2’, (b) Dove-R ‘PS2.SD’, and (c) SuperDove ‘PSB.SD’
sensors. Adapted from [15,16].

Due to the small PS image swaths (Table 1), mosaicking is often needed and sometimes
requires combining multiple sensor generations, especially if a mosaic consisting of images
captured on the same day is desired. This task is not straightforward given the differences
in band placement and channel width across the generations detailed above (Figure 2).
Combining untransformed Dove Classic with Dove-R or SuperDove images for spectral
analyses is not advised, which means post-processing of the images is needed. Planet
provides an xml file with coefficients to transform the sensor radiance values from the newer
generation instruments (PS2.SD and PSB.SD) to match the older PS2 instrument. However,
it is important to note that in matching the spectral response of the older instrument, image
quality from the newer sensors is downgraded during the transformation. Researchers
seeking to leverage the improved spectral response of the newer generation instruments
should not expect to include older images (pre 2018) in their mosaics.
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Alongside Planet’s coefficients, the remote sensing community has also developed
regression-based transformation functions so users can adjust the RGB-NIR surface re-
flectance from first- and second-generation PS sensors to provide more consistent time
series. Comparing thousands of images across 500 locations in Africa, Huang and Roy [10]
quantified the spectral differences between PS2 (Dove Classic) and PS2.SD (Dove-R) sensors
using reduced major axis regression. They found that spectral variation between the two
sensor generations varied as much as 20.1%. The authors transformed RGB-NIR values
using Theil-Sen regression to render the two generations compatible. These coefficients are
provided by the authors to the user community [10].

3. Radiometric and Geometric Calibration and Corrections

Even within the same general or flock, each PS sensor has a unique relative spectral
response and calibration. Atmospheric and environmental conditions also vary at the time
of image capture, sometimes contributing radiometric and geometric errors that are difficult
to correct across a constellation with no on-board calibration [10]. While the PS images
undergo varying levels of processing by Planet before being released (Table 2), additional
post processing by the user is often still needed, particularly when images from different
sensors are to be combined or mosaicked for analysis. The following sections review the
geometric and radiometric characteristics of different PS products and summarize the
calibrations and corrections performed by Planet alongside a discussion of the advances
being developed and implemented by the user community. Users should be sure to first
check their Planet licensing agreements to determine the products/processing levels to
which they have access.

Table 2. Product levels with descriptions of radiometric, geometric, and atmospheric corrections for three PlanetScope
Products.

√
= most complete, – = less complete, X = no corrections.

Product/Level Description Sensor/Radiometric
Correction Geometric Correction Atmospheric

Corrections

Basic Scene (Level 1B)

Scaled TOA (at sensor)
radiance; designed for
users with advanced
image processing and
geometric correction

capabilities.

√

Conversion to absolute
radiometric values

based on calibration
coefficients. Values

scaled by 100.

–
Platform effects
corrected with

telemetry and best
available ephemeris
data, refined using

GCPs.

X

Ortho Scene–Analytic
(Level 3B)

Orthorectified scaled
TOA (at sensor)

radiance or surface
reflectance product.

√

Conversion to absolute
radiometric values

based on calibration
coefficients. Values

scaled by 100.

√

Sensor-related effects
corrected with

telemetry and sensor
model. Platform effect
corrected with attitude

telemetry and best
available ephemeris
data. Orthorectified

using GCPs and DEM.
Projected to UTM.

√

Conversion to TOA
using at-sensor

radiance and supplied
coefficients.

Conversion to SR using
6SV2.1 radiative

transfer code and
MODIS NRT data.

Reflectance scaled by
10,000 to reduce

quantization error.

Ortho Scene–Visual
(Level 3)

Orthorectified and
color corrected; suitable

for cartographic or
visual operations

X

–
Sensor-related effects

corrected with
telemetry and sensor
model. Orthrectified

using GCPs and DEM.
Positional accuracy:

<10 m

X
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3.1. Geometric Corrections

All PS products undergo some level of geometric correction by Planet, which varies
by processing level (Table 2). Spatial resolutions for all products are around 3 m (Table 1),
but post-correction positional accuracies are officially reported as less than 10 m root mean
square error at the 90th percentile [13], which can mean considerable image-to-image pixel
shifts between images and in comparison to other spatially referenced data. The analytical
orthoscene products (Table 2) undergo the most rigorous geometric corrections. However,
it should be noted that post spacing for ground control points and digital elevation models
is between 30 and 90 m [13,17], or 10 to 30 times the product pixel size. Independent
investigations measuring horizontal offsets noted positional errors as small as 4.8 m and as
large as 19 m [7,18,19]. In sum, positional errors in PS imagery can be considerable and
often require additional geometric corrections be performed if images are to be related to
other spatial data or mosaicked with other images [19,20].

However, the majority of studies we reviewed did not report any additional geometric
correction, raising questions about the spatial integrity and uncertainty of data used in those
applications. In situations where only a single scene or adjacent (along-track) scenes are
being used [19], additional corrections may not be needed as long as no other spatial data
are being used that would require co-registration. Other authors determined the up-to-10 m
errors to be insignificant in cases where reflectance values were being summarized across
large areas such as meadows [21] or crop fields [22]. Similarly, a study comparing large,
homogenous snow patches through time disregarded the errors, noting that the 2–3 pixel
misalignment from the error would only cause misclassifications along the edges [23].

In cases where accurate geo-registration is needed, the user community has devel-
oped several solutions to better geolocate Planet scenes and minimize the propagation of
geometric errors into analyses. Image co-registration has proven viable in cases where it is
not necessary for each pixel to be assigned a unique x, y coordinate in a planimetric map
projection [7,24]. Houborg and McCabe [7] developed an automated scene co-registration
technique for Planet images that shifts pixels based on optimizing spatial autocorrelation
between temporally adjacent scenes. The authors do not provide a quantitative measure of
the success of this adjustment method but do note qualitatively that the features of interest
appear “well aligned” across the scenes upon completion. This type of co-registration
technique produces better results when applied in areas with discrete or contrasting land
cover changes (e.g., agricultural field boundaries). The technique may be less useful in
highly heterogeneous environments such as urban areas or where land cover changes are
more gradual (e.g., grasslands or ecotones).

When precise planimetric pixel positions are required, images need to be rectified
to a standard map projection and evaluated for positional accuracy. The latter step often
involves selecting ground control points, which can be an obstacle for high-resolution
PS imagery. Leach et al. [24] present a workflow for co-registering Planet images to a
geocorrected reference image using a Python implementation of AROSICS (Automatic and
Robust Open-Source Image Co-Registration Software for Multi-Sensor Satellite Data [25]).
The method relies on a Fourier shift theorem to perform intensity-based registration.
The authors do not provide details on how the initial base image was geocorrected but
ultimately measured geometric displacement between their first image and subsequent
images at less than 6 m. This magnitude of error is still approximately two PS pixels, which
may not be sufficient for applications requiring precise geolocation.

The availability of near-coincident, overlapping PS images also permits the application
of photogrammetric, stereo-vision techniques to reconstruct three dimensional (3D) fea-
tures [26]. Aati and Avouac [27] describe a methodology for incorporating DEMs derived
from stereo imagery into the georectification process. Using a Rational Function Model,
the authors generated DEMs and achieved a standard deviation of ~3.9 m and ~7 m when
compared to reference DEMs generated using airborne lidar and GeoEye/WorldView
2 data, respectively. The results demonstrate the ability for PS data to measure topographic
changes at a high spatial and temporal resolution.
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After reviewing Planet’s geometric processing procedures alongside exemplar studies
using these data, it is clear that more research is needed into when and how to best
perform additional processing. First, it would be beneficial to know the true distribution of
geometric errors across the different constellations so that researchers can better understand
how these errors might be impacting their analyses. Second, greater attention is needed
into developing and testing ancillary processing techniques to improve the geometric error
distribution. These techniques will be particularly useful if they can help align PS data
with higher fidelity satellites such as Landsat and Sentinel-2.

3.2. Radiometric Calibration and Corrections

Radiometric effects can arise in PS images internally from platform, sensor, and
calibration differences and externally from atmospheric and environmental effects. Planet
performs sensor/radiometric and atmospheric corrections, but the procedures vary by
product/processing level (Table 2). Since each sensor has a unique relative spectral response
and is sensitive to different parts of the spectrum, even well-calibrated sensors will produce
different radiance values [9]. Planet’s atmospheric correction algorithm utilizes look up
tables generated from a range of atmospheric conditions (i.e., water vapor and temperature
profiles, aerosol types, aerosol optical depth), geometry (solar zenith angle, satellite zenith
angle, azimuth angle difference, elevation), surface conditions, and spectral conditions,
and atmospheric corrections are applied using standard atmospheric models with MODIS
water vapor, ozone, and aerosol data. However, there are limitations to note. A single,
global aerosol model is used with all scenes assumed to be captured at sea level and
exhibiting Lambertian scattering, which fails to account for stray light and adjacency
effects [17]. Additionally, the MODIS scenes on which the model is built are sometimes
unavailable, and the approach does not correct for haze and thin cirrus clouds. These
limitations result in reflectance values that are not always compatible with reference values
(e.g., from Landsat 8 or Sentinel-2), even when scenes are captured the same day. Figure 3
compares density plots for PS and harmonized Landsat-Sentinel data (HLS) for four bands
(RGB-NIR) for images captured on the same day. From these figures, it is possible to see
the considerable differences in the reflectance distributions between the Planet and HLS
data, particularly for the blue and green bands. While the red and near infrared bands
are more similar, there are still inconsistencies between the acquisitions. These graphs
importantly highlight the spectral differences between the PS and Landsat/Sentinel data
and demonstrate how direct comparisons of the data are untenable.

While Planet continues to improve radiometric calibration of individual sensors
including in-orbit calibration [5,9], additional radiometric adjustments are still vital for
many applications, particularly when mosaicking scenes. In situations where only a
single PS image is being utilized, established atmospheric correction methods such as
dark object subtraction [28] have been used by researchers to compensate for radiometric
irregularities [20]. Empirical line calibration [29] could also be used for absolute radiometric
correction since the placement of black and white targets in the field is feasible given the
small size of PS pixels and the frequent satellite pass-overs. However, in cases where many
images are needed to cover the study area, this approach would prove unwieldy.

For situations where multiple PS images are being utilized, studies have employed
normalization approaches to improve radiometric consistency by adjusting pixel values
based on higher-quality sensors such as Landsat and Sentinel. Most often, a linear scaling
function is used to shift PS values to match surface reflectance values from the reference
sensor [30–34]. The linear scaling takes the form:

ytrans = ayorig + b (1)

where ytrans is the transformed PS reflectance, yorig is the original PS reflectance, and a and
b are multiplicative and additive constants that can be determined through substituting
yorig with the reflectance value of a co-located, reference standard pixel (e.g., Sentinel or
Landsat). Linear scaling will shift PS reflectances to match a reference standard, such as in
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Figure 4, which shows cumulative density functions and Kolmogorov–Smirnov D-statistics
comparing the distributions. In all four bands, the linear transformation changed the
D-value considerably, shifting the distribution of the PS data to align more closely with the
Sentinel data (Figure 4). Regardless of the difference between the untransformed values
(coarser dash) and the Sentinel distribution (solid line), the adjusted PS distribution (finer
dash) is nearly coincident with the Sentinel distribution in all cases, indicating that the
linear transformation was successful in matching the distributions. However, it should be
noted that these adjustments are relative corrections that normalize the imagery [29], they
do not necessarily correct the absolute radiometric quality of the imagery.

Figure 3. Density plots of Planet (dashed lines) compared to corresponding Harmonized Landsat
Sentinel-2 (HLS) (solid lines) for (a) blue, (b) green, (c) red, and (d) nir bands. Data were derived
from a scene captured on 8 October 2020 in western Colorado, USA [38.88N, −107.05W].

Multi-date radiometric normalization of PS images has also been achieved through
identifying pseudo-invariant spectral features using multivariate alteration detection
(MAD; [35]). With MAD, a regression equation can be developed between images in
a time series and used to transform all pixels in the image [24]. More advanced approaches
have involved multi-scale machine learning techniques to correct for radiometric incon-
sistencies between Planet acquisitions. For example, Houborg & McCabe [7] promote
a technique called Cubesat Enables Spatio-Temporal Enhancement Method (CESTEM),
which utilizes a non-parametric model tree regression approach to construct band-specific
relations between Planet and Landsat 8. CESTEM has been applied mainly in agricultural
environments [36,37]. Fusion methods have also been tested to leverage the higher fidelity
spectral consistency of Sentinel-2 images while taking advantage of the high spatial reso-
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lution of the PS data [38,39]. For example, Latte and Lejeune [40] used a state-of-the-art
super-resolution residual convolutional neural network simultaneously fuse (sharpen) and
radiometrically normalize the PS data.

Figure 4. Empirical cumulative density functions of untransformed PS (Planet) and adjusted PS
(Adj. Planet) through a Sentinel-2 based linear transformation for (a) blue, (b) green, (c) red, and
(d) nir bands. Values are compared using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test’s D statistic, which is
nonnegative with values closer to 0 signaling similar distributions and larger numbers signaling
dissimilar distributions. The image used was captured near Manhattan, KS, USA.

In addition to general pixel-based radiometric inconsistencies within and between PS
images, there can also be corrupt lines, bands, and other data quality issues such as clouds.
Planet provides two ‘usable data mask’ assets (udm and udm2) that allow researchers to
mask out unusable data or bands. Line-filling methods, such as those used to fill Landsat
ETM+ SLC-off gaps (e.g., [41]), may be transferable to PS images. Traganos et al. [42]
corrected corrupt bands in PS images using unmixing-based denoising, based on the
technique by Cerra et al. [43]. Cai et al. [44] used the MODIS nadir bidirectional reflectance
distribution function adjusted reflectance data to correct the PS data and then generate an
improved invalid pixel mask by combining Planet’s udm with their own results. Users
have also developed cloud and cloud-shadow detection algorithms to assist with masking
these radiometric inconsistencies [45,46]. In sum, it is best to first review the udm/udm2
assets to determine known data quality issues before performing any additional corrections
or analyses.
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4. Summary and Conclusions

Commercial smallsat providers such as Planet are innovating the remote sensing
space, which for decades has been controlled by government agencies. The high spatial
and temporal resolutions of imagery captured from smallsat constellations like PlanetScope
has the potential to fill key remote sensing needs, but uptake of these datasets within the
user community can be improved. The differences between PS data streams and traditional
satellite images (e.g., Landsat, Sentinel) as well as confusion surrounding the different
products and their spectral and spatial compatibility may be hindering use. There are also
accessibility barriers when it comes to integrating Planet data into various tools familiar to
researchers. This review summarized the three generations of PlanetScope sensors relevant
to remote sensing researchers and reviewed the post-processing being completed by Planet
and the user community to make these images suitable for analyses. Two key findings
emerge:

(1) The geometric and radiometric quality of PS images does not match quality the remote
sensing community has come to expect from ‘analysis ready’ datasets that can imme-
diately be integrated into analytical processing pipelines. Knowing the geometric and
radiometric quality of each image based on specific sensor and processing level is
a first step to determine its fitness for application. Additional corrections are often
needed beyond the baseline processing completed by Planet. While Planet offers
services for additional processing and can generate products that may better meet
user expectations, access to these services depends on the licensing agreement.

(2) The user community has proven resourceful in repurposing existing geometric and
radiometric correction techniques as well as developing innovative techniques specif-
ically for PS products. As access to PS datasets increases and the user community
grows, it is anticipated that the codes, algorithms, and other software resources
needed to implement these techniques and adjustment the imagery will continue to
improve and be made openly available.
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